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Abstract
The article presents the results of the study of Ukrainian social media flows and online communities, which
reflect the problems of the Crimea and Sevastopol development as Russian parts. The design of the study
contained methods of cognitive mapping, automated Social Media Analytics (using IQBuzz social media
monitoring service) and analysis of social graphs (using the author's software). Cognitive mapping of the
most influential Ukrainian blogs in which public opinion is shaped on issues of Crimean society integration
in the Russian socio-cultural space provided data on the proportion of messages that express various
positions of the Ukrainian users on the reunification of Crimea, Sevastopol and Russia, on the thematic
palette discussed in these topics as well as the construction technologies at Russian-speaking users opinions
on the status and development issues of the Crimean society nowadays. Automated Social Media Analysis
revealed the extent of user audience involvement in disintegrating social-media streams about the problems
of the Russian Crimea, segmented streams by content types. The analysis of social graphs allowed to define
the key opinion leaders of online communities forming deconsolidation discourses of the Crimean and
Sevastopol communities, revealed the features of interaction within influential online groups focused on
social destabilization of Crimea as a Russian region.
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1.

Introduction
The rapid development of social media leads to the increase in the use of mobile disintegrating

attitudes of users for some political reasons. In the transitional period of integration of the Crimean and
Sevastopol communities into the Russian socio-cultural space, attempts to destabilize the public opinion of
the Peninsula inhabitants regarding the future of the Russian Crimea are intensifying. To assess the scale
and nature of this process, it is advisable to use the capabilities of Big Data analysis. One of the Big Data
key methods is the Predictor Mining. It based on automated extraction of patterns from large amounts of
data for the analysis and forecasting socio-political processes. Based on Predictor Mining principles Social
Media Analytics is the Big Data method which considers using markers-digital traces of social and
behavioural attitudes: words, phrases representing in social media. This method provides possibility to
analyze such parameters as content, dynamics and structure of information flows reflecting attempts to
destabilize so called Crimean consensus.

2.

Problem Statement
The problem of the study is to identify the possibilities of Social Media Analysis as a Big Data

method for the social media streams scale, dynamics and discourses which aimed at deconsolidation of the
Crimean and Sevastopol communities. The scale of influence involves determining the size of the user
audience involved in the disintegration flows. The dynamics are related to changes in the intensity of social
media streams over time. Discourses show the meanings formed by online opinion leaders to mobilize
disintegrating attitudes of Crimean and Sevastopol residents.

3.

Research Questions
Research questions that can be answered by using Social Media Analysis are follows. What is the

referential of the "Russian spring" in social media? What is the weight, direction and types of discourses of
international social and media flows? What is the protest potential of users. What is the potential pressure
of external information flows on the consciousness of users-residents of Crimea and Sevastopol?

4.

Purpose of the Study
The study is aimed at identifying the specific weight and content characteristics of various

discourses, reflecting the position of the most influential Ukrainian blogs and new media channels on the
problems of development of Crimea and Sevastopol in Russia. Among the important issues of the subject
field of the study is the definition of the technologies used by the leaders of social media to form a negative
public opinion of the user audience in relation to the integration of the Crimean society into the sociocultural space of the Russian Federation. A separate area of analysis is to identify the structure of
relationships between subscribers of online communities discussing the problems of Russian Crimea and
the characteristics of their user activity.
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5.

Research Methods
The design of the study contains:
1. Cognitive mapping of Ukrainian blogs and new media channels, selected according to two basic

criteria: relevance of topics discussed in social media, the subject of the study and the audience (number of
subscribers), exceeding 50,000 people. A total of 25 social media were selected, all reports of these sources
dated from 01.06.2015 to 31.05.2018, which included a mention of the topic of the annexation of
Crimea/Sevastopol to Russia and the development of the Peninsula after March 2014 (studied in a total of
5,000 documents), were subject to analysis. The authors of all accumulated documents are stationed on the
territory of Ukraine. Their use of the Russian language is due, obviously, to the installation of influence on
the mass consciousness of the Russian-speaking population, especially the Crimean Peninsula and all
Russian citizens. The study of the content of blogs and new media channels was based on the following
parameters:
- the ratio of the shares of social and media messages representing different sides of the topic of the
annexation of Crimea/Sevastopol to the Russian Federation and their development in Russia;
- type of speech practice strategies used in the analyzed new media;
- social media triggers of protest activity (Brodovskaya, Dombrovskaya, Karzubov, & Sinyakov,
2017).
2. Discourse analysis of social media users messages relevant to the research topic, development on
its basis of dictionaries of digital markers of types of messages of Ukrainian information flows in the
Crimean segment of social media for automated unloading of the array of big data. Discourse analysis was
also used at the stage of identifying protest metaphors and techniques of forming anti-Russian rhetoric in
Ukrainian information flows circulating in the Crimean segment of social media (Huang, Brodovskaya,
Dombrovskaya, Kazachenko, & Karzubov, 2018).
3. Social media analysis of spontaneous and purposeful information flows in social media-data sets
of automated Internet content uploading – 1 million messages of users of Vkontakte, Odnoklassniki and
Facebook networks. The method allowed to segment Ukrainian information flows in the Crimean segment
of social media, to identify their structural, content and dynamic characteristics (Brodovskaya,
Dombrovskaya, & Batanina, 2019).
4. Analysis of social graphs of online communities-10 online communities relevant to the research
topic; analysis of the density of social links-10 online communities. This method was used to determine the
integration of participants and to identify the density of social links between online communities
coordinated by Ukrainian actors (Brodovskaya, Dombrovskaya, & Karzubov, 2017).
To develop the research tools, the following concepts were take into account: concept of political
networks (Blatter, 2003) focusing on the mobilizing functions of political institutions; actor-network theory
(Latour, 2017) reflecting the idea of the formation and strengthening of actors, primarily in interaction in
the network; the concept of cyberspace (Nye, Butt, Bradburn, & Prasad, 2018) considering information as
a tool of domination; the concept of managing personal interactions online (Buchanan, Vermund, Friedman,
& Spiegelman, 2018) analyzing digitalization as a key component of global processes; structure of user
interaction in the process of political communication online (Castells, Cartier, & Qiu, 2005), principles of
shaping social media images (Gamson, Croteau, Hoynes, & Sasson, 1992).
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6.

Findings
3,4
Illegitimacy of the
annexation of Crimea to
Russia

10,4

Difficulties of
development of the
Russian Crimea

21,1
65,1

Ways to return Crimea to
Ukraine
Neutral discussions on the
development of Crimea

Figure 01. Share distribution of posts on development of Crimea as a part of the Russian
Federation in Ukrainian social media
According to figure 01, the dominant aspect of Ukrainian blogs related to Crimea is the discussion
of the illegitimacy of the Peninsula's accession to Russia (65.1% of posts). Most of the analyzed reports
contain the phrase "in the occupied Crimea" or "in the annexed Crimea", which has become stable for
Ukrainian rhetoric about Crimea, which allows, in fact, to legitimize in the space of Ukrainian social media
the non-recognition of the Russian affiliation of the Peninsula. This Central facet of the general theme of
the Crimea has a fairly wide palette of content areas They should be combined into four interrelated groups:
"Russia-the occupier and aggressor", "Western countries do not recognize Crimea as Russian", "Crimea
Belonging to Russia-a temporary phenomenon", "All investments of the Russian Federation in the Crimeathe property of Ukraine".
Table 01 contains the most influential and popular social media focused on the information attack
of Crimean Internet users. These are centers of public opinion, forming tension in the Crimean community,
promoting ideas that can disintegrate the Crimean community, resist the Crimean consensus of Russian
society.
Table 01. The most influential Ukrainian social media on Crimean issues
Number of connections
between subscribers
12578

Online group name

Social Media

Number of subscribers

Prey for Kiev Russia –
Ukraine

VKontakte

2167

Do Russians seek for war?

VKontakte

6291

48617

Free Speech

VKontakte

7384

34667

Information resistance

VKontakte

86770

274607

All to fight the Russian
invaders!

VKontakte

1961

News Crimea - Ukraine

924

VKontakte

2538

3675
2794
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Shown on the table 01 the online communities use the following triggers the formation and
development of Ukrainian threads about the Crimea with anti-Russian rhetoric: crisis events in the SouthEast of Ukraine; official statements by the representatives of the Western States about "Russian aggression",
the strengthening of the sanctions regime against Russia; the reflecting in the new media acts of the Western
support the Ukrainian position of the gap of economic, cultural, social relations with Russian society and
conflict with Russia.
Figure 02 shows the interaction between social media groups aimed at attacking the Russian Crimea.
These are several related online communities listed in table 01, managed by Ukrainian online network
opinion leaders. The figure proves that the activity of anti-Russian online communities targeted at Crimean
users is an organized external flow of attack on Crimea.

Figure 02. Structure of connections between anti-Russian- rhetoric online groups (red points), proRussians rhetoric online groups (blue points) and neutral rhetoric online groups (grey points).
Source: authors (software VKR library in R was used to develop the figures)
Shown on figure 02 online communities with anti-Russian rhetoric are jointly trying to undermine
the Crimean and Sevastopol citizens confidence the Russian government. The interaction of these groups
involves the publication of joint supporting posts about the aggression of Russia and the risks of the
development of Crimea as a part of the Russian Federation.

7.

Conclusion
The study showed that during the entire period of development of the Crimean society in the Russian

Federation, Ukrainian network actors are actively working in the direction of mobilization of disintegration
installations of Crimean citizens. At the same time, such triggers of opposition behaviour as discontent with
oligarchic capitalism and corruption in power are used; the factor of split elites; the affinity of the protest
wave with the election campaign; active addressing to youth and youth organizations; the resource of
925
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influence of external leaders. Often, the way to form negative attitudes towards the position of the Russian
government about Crimea and Sevastopol is to spread stereotypical ideas about the actions of the
authorities, simplifying the motives of its representatives. This provides a risk of developing irrational,
affective attitudes in the user audience.
One of the means of increasing social tension is the factor of "vulnerable social groups", and, first
of all, ethnic communities, "stigmatization" of situation with Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars, sticking
"labels" of oppression of ethnic communities in Crimea and Sevastopol are used.
Online communities of anti-Russian rhetoric interacting with each other exploit the themes of the
conflict in the South-East of Ukraine, exposing the Russian government as the only culprit in destabilizing
this region and trying to undermine the positive attitudes of Crimean and Sevastopol residents towards
integration into the Russian socio-cultural space.
Thus, the problem of consolidation of society and the challenges of the communication spaces of a
global network associated with the risk of social destabilization requires the formation and propagation of
alternative constructive social-media streams, opposing arrays of posts that do not meet the social
development and threatening unity and harmony in Russian society.
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